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Abstract— In this paper a smart ZIGBEE based fault 

detection and location system was used to adequately and 

accurately indicate and locate the exact spot where fault had 

occurred. This will ensure a shorter response time for 

technical crew to rectify these faults and thus help save 

transformers from damage and disasters. This system 

automatically detects faults, analyses and then, sends the 

information through electricity board. In conclusion, the 

time required to locate a fault is considerably reduced, as the 

system automatically and accurately provides accurate fault 

location information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The real time collection, analysis and monitoring system 

using ZIGBEE finding will help to determine fault of 

location, warn the accidents, control over the scope the 

failure  

Zigbee is a new wireless communication 

technology. It can be used in the fields of automatic control, 

sensing network, monitoring and remote control. Although 

fault pointer technology has provide a reliable means to 

locate permanent faults, the technical crew and patrol teams 

still has to essentially watch and examine the strategy for 

longer hours to sense faulty sections of their  

Transmission lines .The zigbee WPANs activate on 

2.4GHZ, 900 MHZ and 868 MHZ frequencies. ZIGBEE 

PROTOCOL  

ZigBee be deliberate as a inexpensive, low control, 

low-data rate wireless mesh technology.The application 

individuals can be benefit preliminary the ZigBee procedure 

be invent automation networks, residence security systems, 

industrial control networks, stable monitoring, remote 

metering, etc 

 
Fig. 1: Zigbee Protocol 

A. Line Fault Detection 

1) Power theft 

2) Line fault  

3) Volage measurement  

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To reduce the duration of outages and minimise response 

time to major faults and to optimise reliability to supply 

,design an automatic and efficient fault detection and 

location system for overhead power transmission line 

network system via fault indicator technology and 

commercially ,accurately pin point the faulted section of a 

tranmission system. 

III. SCOPE OF WORK 

In this scope of work is imperfect to intend of an 

accomplished system that will detect and locate short circuit 

and power reversal in overhead  transmission line which will 

automatically specify to the control room the exact spot and 

it assess the worth used in transmission line fault had 

occurred. 

IV. RELAY 

A relay is an electrically operated switch contemporary 

graceful all the way through the coil of the relay creates a 

magnetic fields which attracts a level and changes the switch 

interactions .the coil circuit can be on or off so relay have 

two switch position and they are doubt throw (change over) 

switch. For example a low voltage battery circuit can use a 

relay to switch a 230V AC core circuits .There is no 

electrical connection inside the sandwiched between the two 

circuits; the link is magnetic and mechanical. 

A. Relay on 

 
Fig. 2: Relay ON 
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B. Relay off 

 
Fig. 3: Relay OFF 

V. POWER SUPPLY 

The development of power supply circuits built using filter, 

rectifiers along with then voltage regulator. The regulation is 

often obtained from IC voltage regulator thing, which takes 

a DC voltage and provides a rather lower DC voltage, which 

stay behind the same even if the reject DC voltage charges. 

 
Fig. 4: Power Supply 

VI. BRIDGE RECETIFER 

When four diodes are connected as shows in the figure, the 

circuit is called as a bridge rectifier. The input to the circuit 

is applied to the diagonally opposite corner of the network, 

and the output is taken from the remaining two corners. Let 

us assume that the transformer, is working properly and 

there is a positive potential, at point A and a negative 

potential at point B. the positive potential at point A will 

forward bias D3 and reverse bias D4 The negative potential 

at this there the D3and D1 us forward biased and will allow 

current flow to pass through them D4 and D2 us reverse 

biased and will allow current flow. 

VII. UART 

A universal asynchronous receiver / transmitter; abbreviated 

UART is a category “asynchronous receiver /transmitter “, a 

bit of computer hardware that translates data between 

matching and ongoing forms. Conjunction with 

announcement standards such as EIARS-232, RS-422, RS-

485. 

VIII. POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER 

 
Fig. 5: potential Transformer 

Potential transformer is designed for monitoring single 

phase- three phase power line voltage in power metering 

application special type of transformer that allows meters 

total readings from electrical service connection with higher 

voltage the meter is normally capable of handling without at 

potential transformer. By appropriate selection of the ratio 

of turns a transformer thus an alternating current AC voltage 

to be “stepped up” by making Ns greater than Np.  

 

IX. CURRENT TRANSFORMER 

In electrical engineering a current transformer CT is used for 

measured current of electrical current transformer with 

voltage transformer VT potential transformer PT known as 

instrument transformer. 

 
Fig. 6: Current Transformer 

A current transformer also isolate measuring 

instrumented from what may be very high voltage in the 

monitored circuit are recurrently used in metering and 

shielding relay in the electrical power  manufacturing . 

X. SIGNAL CONDITIONING UNIT 

The signal conditioning unit accepts input signal on or after 

the analogy sensor along with gives a clause output of 

0.5VDC analogous to the entire range of each restriction. 

This calibration voltage 

*(0, 2.5, 5.5) and the vigour bits are also generated 

in the unit. 

XI. TRANSFORMER   

The potential transformer will step down the power supply 

voltage (0-230V) to (0-6V) level. Then the secondary of the 

potential transformer will be connected to the precision 
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rectifier which is constructed with the helping op-amp. The 

advantages of using a precision rectifier are it will give a 

peak voltage output as DC the rest of the units will give only 

RMS output. 

XII. ATMEL 328 

 
Fig. 7: Atmel 328 

The high performance, low power ATMEL 8bit AVR,RISC-

based microcontroller combines 16kb ISP flash memory, 

KN SRAM,8512B EEPROM ,an 8channel/10bit A/D 

converter (TQFP and QFN/MLF ),and debug WIRE for on-

chip debugging . 

XIII. HARDWARE & IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 8: Block Diagram 

B. Proposed Circuit Diagram 

 
Fig. 9: Proposed Circuit Diagram 

C. Power Theft  

 
Fig. 10: Power Theft 

D. Power Theft in Electricity board 

 
Fig. 11: Power theft in Electricity board 

E. Line Fault Detection 

 
Fig. 12: Line Fault Detection 

F. Line Fault Detection in Electricity Board 

 
Fig. 13: Line Fault Detection in Electricity Board 
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XIV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented a design of a system based 

on AVR microcontroller that is used to monitor and control 

the system such as power theft, line fault detection and 

measurement of voltage of a distribution side. The system 

not only controls the distribution side in the substation by 

shutting it down, but also displays the values throughout the 

process for user’s reference 
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